
guidelines for

online guiding

#ForHerDigitalWorld

This material referenced WAGGGS and UK

Girlguiding website on Online Guiding. Some

activity packs from UK Girlguiding are

recommended inside.



There are times where we have to put our in-person unit meetings on hold but it

should not stop girl guides to keep learning and sharing. Online guiding allows

girls to stay connected outside regular meetings and participate in guiding at a

distance. The use of online tools can also enhance their technological knowledge

and prepare them for the digital world.
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…so why not try something new?
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Confirm

Are you ready for online guiding? 

NoYes



1. Guiders’ Host

Online unit meeting should follow HKGGA’s guidelines for the required adult-to-girl

ratio. There should be at least 2 guiders (or 1 guider and 1 adult), one in charge of

hosting the meeting and another one as technical support.

2. Parent/Guardian Permission

Parent/Guardian permission for the girls to join online meeting should be obtained

by collecting consent form. The tools and frequency of online meeting, as well as

any forms of support needed from the parents can be explained in the form.

Some online tools have an age requirement and in this case, parents can assist in

setting up the required account. Parents are also recommended to stay in the room

with the young girls during the meeting in case they need any help.
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https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/globalassets/docs-and-resources/programme-and-activities/adventuresathome/rangers_soundtrack-to-my-life.pdf


3. Girls’ Participation

Participation in online meeting should be voluntary. Whether the girls have access

to internet or video calls should be considered.

4. Unexpected Guests

Girls are recommended to use an username that guiders and fellows can easily

identify you. If there are unexpected guests, put down their username and other

information, remove them from the meeting and try to find out how they accessed

the meeting. Information for your meeting should not be disclosed publicly. Meeting

link and password are recommended to be shared separately.

5. Internet Security

Do not share confidential or sensitive information during online meeting. Everyone

in the meeting (including unexpected guests!) can screenshot the materials you

share with the screen share function and then share to a third party. So screen

share function is not really recommended if your materials are not intended to

share with others. You may send sensitive information before the meeting by any

reliable means (such as email) and participants can read it on their own during the

meeting.
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A safe space for guiding is always important. Your room and background

(decoration, objects or even other people) should be suitable for the girls to see.

Tools that can blur out the background may help here. If there are other

people around you when you have online meetings, be aware whether they are

dressed appropriately and know how to behave when you are talking

to young girls. The girls are also encouraged to blur out their background or

Accessible and user-friendly online tools should be used to conduct online

meetings. These tools should be suitable and easy for young girls to use. Take a

look through their personal data policy and terms & conditions to make sure it is

suitable for guiding.

only show a small part of  it. 

An electronic device with audio function such as smartphone, tablet or laptop is

needed for online meeting. Camera is recommended so guiders and girls can

have more interaction.

Common online meeting tools include: Jitsi Meet, Skype Meet Now, Microsoft

Teams, Google Meet, Cisco Webex and Zoom . You may contact our staff if you

have any questions about the above tools, or watch our tutorials here.

https://sway.office.com/KNslZyEC7mavGTmO


1. Technical Check

Before the Meeting
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We understand that online unit meeting is something new to most of you.

No worries! Here are some tips to help you host a successful meeting:

Make sure all participants have clear instructions on how to join the

meeting. Link to the meeting should be sent beforehand. Sharing the

download and user guide for the tool you use for the online meeting can

make them more familiar with it.



Remind the girls to use Wi-Fi connection rather than mobile data to avoid

huge mobile data charges



Allow at least 15 minutes

before the meeting to do a

technical check (microphone,

cam and meeting set-up).

Run a test meeting to make

sure everything is working

if you have time.



https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/globalassets/docs-and-resources/programme-and-activities/adventuresathome/needversuswant.pdf


Take time to check if all girls are technically ready to start the meeting

(whether microphone and cam are working, and whether they are familiar

with the basic functions of the meeting tool: how to mute/unmute or how to

turn on their cam.)

After the Meeting Starts



 Plan your meeting agenda and assign a time limit for each activity. Allow

time for technical check with the girls at the beginning of your agenda to

avoid overrun. Be aware that some online tools have time limit on meetings.

You should plan ahead for this.
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2. Meeting Etiquette

Encourage the girls to turn on their camera if they feel comfortable, so

they feel more connected and engaged.
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All participants (including guiders) should wear uniform to make them

feel like in a guiding meeting.

It is common that your connection become unstable during online

meetings. Therefore, be attentive and patient when you hardly hear

others or others cannot hear you. Try to speak clearly at a slower speed

and talk into the microphone. Do not interrupt others speaking (no

overlapping!) nor shout when others cannot hear you (very often it is

because of the connection, not volume of your voice!). Expect a few

second delay for others to hear you.

People tend to be more easily distracted during an online meeting. Ask

the girls to close all social media, online games or chats. Put their

mobile phone away only unless they are using it for the meeting.

If recording the meeting is necessary, get everyone’s consent and notify

them to turn off their camera if they feel uncomfortable to be recorded.



3. Engaging the girls during the meeting

Be prepared! If any kinds of resources (such

as pens or papers) will be needed during the

meeting, ask the girls to prepare in advance.

Consider whether the resources needed are

easily accessible in shops.
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Utilize presentation slides to help

the girls follow the meeting. Project

the activity name or any important

information to the screen so

everyone are on the same page.

Ask questions regularly to make 

sure everyone are with you. 

Make use of breakout rooms if your online tool allows. Girls can be

split into smaller groups for activity or discussion like what we do in

normal meetings. Ensure you have at least one adult leader in each

breakout room. If you do not have enough leaders, try to invite

helpers from other units, or pause the meeting and let the girls to do

the activity individually. Then come back together to share their work.
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Welcome!



Online meetings do confine the activities we can do but no worries! Here are some 

activity ideas from HKGGA and WAGGGS to inspire you!

1. Host an online 'campfire‘

Share and sing your favorite songs together with your mates!

2. Share or complete weekly activities and challenges

Ask the girls to complete the activities at home and share their work 

during the meeting.

3. Share or watch videos of activities to complete at home

Videos you share should be suitable for young girls to watch. You should

watch them all the way through before sharing them. Be aware that some 

online videos may have inappropriate pop-up ads or messages. The video 

should also be in compliance with copyright regulation.

4. Joint unit meeting

Hold the meeting with another unit you knew. This is a great time to stay 

connected!

5. Share their favorite girl guiding memories in a creative way

Ask the girls to share their unforgettable girl guiding memories by drawing, 

making a photo book, shooting a video, or in any other forms they can think of!

6. Share what girl guiding means to you

When face-to-face guiding is on pause, it is a great time to ask them to think 

about what guiding means to them. 

7. Run out of ideas? Ask your girls for some activity ideas. They may come up 

with something you have never thought of!

8. Get some indoor activity ideas from HKGGA, WAGGGS or Girlguiding

in the United Kingdom. Adjust them to fit online unit meeting.

9. We would like to hear from you! Share any online meeting tips , 

stories or videos with us and your ideas may help other units! Send

them to rdg@hkgga.org.hk 8

Let’s check out the 

online campfire held 

by HKGGA to connect 

girl guides around the 

world!

Share videos that 

relate to the topic 

of your meeting!

https://youtu.be/Ys_-iZOwX7g
https://www.facebook.com/hkgga/photos/a.613892492000118/3055829147806428/?type=3&theater


Online meeting can be conducted when face-

to-face meeting is not possible nor safe but

should never replace face-to-face meeting!

It can be difficult to gather all girls for meetings when the situation keeps changing.

If that’s the case, you may consider solo online guiding by preparing and sharing

materials for the girls to complete at home. They can be tutorial videos, activity

guidelines or audio guides. The girls can then do it in their own time and send you

their work.
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https://hkgga.org.hk/sites/hkggacms/files/upload/basic_page/OlympiaBadge2020/Olympia-Badge-2020-Activity-Pack-EN.pdf
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https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/globalassets/docs-and-resources/programme-and-activities/adventuresathome/guides_no-doubt.pdf
https://www.girlguiding.org.uk/globalassets/docs-and-resources/programme-and-activities/adventuresathome/rangers_leave-only-footprints.pdf
https://www.hkgga.org.hk/en/resources/programme-hints-getting-know-people-make-new-friend-%E2%80%93-how-are-you


Thank you!

We hope this guideline gives you more ideas about

online unit meeting. For more activity packs suitable

for online, please visit:

HKGGA: www.hkgga.org.hk

WAGGGS: www.wagggs.org/en/

UK Girlguiding: www.girlguiding.org.uk/


